Consumer Coal Co. Records 1899-1932
SCHS 1186.00
Containers 23/166-167

Creator: Consumer Coal Co.

Description: 1.5 linear ft.

Scope and Content: Records consist of accounts and minutes. Two ledgers (1899-1900, 1910-1912) contain accounts for sales of coal to Charleston (S.C.) residents, businesses, and organizations, with notations for specific Charleston addresses where coal was delivered. Minutes (1914-1932) of meetings of the Board of Directors of the Consumer Coal Company include treasurer's reports, stockholders' reports, trial balances, and depreciation reports. Preferred Citation: Consumer Coal Company (Charleston, S.C.) Consumer Coal Co. records, 1899-1932. (1186.00) South Carolina Historical Society.

Search terms:
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South Carolina -- History.
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Container listing:

23/166-167  Consumer Coal Co. 1899-1932
Ledgers, Minutes. 1899-1932 1 ¼ ft.

Charleston Company. Ledgers (1899-1900, 1910-1912) of the C.C.Co. for coal sold to many Charleston residents, businesses and other organizations with notations for specific Charleston address where the coal was delivered. Report of the minutes of the meetings of the board of directors (1914-1922) including treasurers’ reports, stockholders reports, trial balances, depreciation reports.